MEMORANDUM NO. 055 SERIES OF 2016

TO:

ALGIE ELEANOR DUGAY – DiCNHS
ALONA CAMPUGAN – Soong ES
ANGELITO VILLAGONZALO – San Miguel ES
BERNARDO MAGNO – DiCNHS
CATHERINE ANNE MAYOR – DiCNHS
CONCEPCION GRAVINEZ – Binaton ES
DONNA CELEBRADO – Cor Jesu College
EDNA GUYA – DiCNHS
EILEEN ARTIAGA – DiCNHS
ELSIE MUARES – DiCNHS
ELSIE VALLENES – DiCNHS
EVANGELINE SARSABA – DiCNHS
FELIPE E. DEGAMO JR – DiCNHS
FRANCISCO CABRILLOS – Kapatagan NHS
GELACIO ARIEL C. FLORENTINO – DiCNHS
HAZEL ANN FLORENTINO – DiCNHS
HILARIO DALUMPINES – Soong ES
JAY OSORNO – RMCES
JESSIE BALORIO – DiCNHS
JOAN SIEGA – DiCNHS
JOHANNES SABIO – DiCNHS
JUVELYN DOMETITTA – DiCNHS
LINA CAMINADE – Reusora ES
MARCELINO RANOLLO – Division Office
MELVIN ANTHONY SABIO – DiCNHS
MYRNA DALUMPINES – Reusora ES
NEIL BONGCAYAO – Igpit ES
RACHEL POGOY – DiCNHS
RAFFY MEDIODIA – DiCNHS
RAMIL MAGAWAY – Digos Central ES
REGINA RAYMUNDO – DiCNHS
RUDOLFO OSORNO JR – RMCES
ROSITA REYES – DiCNHS
RUEL SISMAR – RMCES
SERGIO CASTRO – DiCNHS
SHIELA COMETA – Rizal ES
SHIELA JUMAWAN – DiCNHS
SYLVIA LUZ DEGAMO – DiCNHS
TERESITA JAYNO – DiCNHS
WILMER MABALOD – RMCES
ZALDY SALMOREN – DiCNHS
KHRISTOPHER IAN CABILA – DiCNHS
LERMA SOLMAYOR – DiCNHS
LILY OTON - DiCNHS

SUBJECT: NATIONAL FORUM-CONSULTATION ON EDUCATION POLICIES

DATE: January 29, 2016

1. Enclosed herewith is the Regional Advisory dated January 27, 2016 from the DepEd-XI Regional Director, Atty. Alberto T. Escobarte, CESO IV, relative to the National Forum-Consultation on Education Policies on February 5 – 7, 2016 at Baguio Teacher’s Camp, Baguio City per letter-request of the Teachers’ Dignity Coalition (TDC).

2. You are listed as delegates to the aforesaid forum-consultation pursuant to the Regional Advisory. As such, you are hereby advised to attend the said activity on OFFICIAL TIME subject to the condition that appropriate arrangement and/or measures be adopted to prevent disruption of classes.

3. Immediate dissemination of and compliance with this Memorandum is directed.

DEE D. SILVA, DPA, CESO VI
Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
Officer-In-Charge
REGIONAL ADVISORY

TO: ALL SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENTS

FROM: ATTY. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE, CESO IV
Regional Director

SUBJECT: NATIONAL FORUM-CONSULTATION ON EDUCATION POLICIES

January 27, 2016

1. Attached is a copy of the 1st indorsement dated January 18, 2016 from Atty. Alberto T. Muyot, Undersecretary for Legal and Legislative Affairs, Department of Education, Meralco Avenue, Pasig City, with the attached letter-request of the Teachers’ Dignity Coalition (TDC) dated January 6, 2016 relative to the National Forum-Consultation on Education Policies on February 5-7, 2016 at Baguio Teachers’ Camp, Baguio City, with the theme, “Empowering Teachers Through Policy Change.”

2. The list of Region XI delegates to the said forum is attached to the letter-request. The participants are hereby advised to attend the said activity on OFFICIAL TIME subject to the condition that appropriate arrangement and/or measures be adopted to prevent disruption of classes.

3. Immediate dissemination of and compliance with this Advisory is directed.
Teachers' Dignity Coalition

"Unity of Teachers to Regain the Dignity of the Profession"

SEC Registration Number: CN 2007-10046

06 January 2016

DR. ALBERTO T. ESCOBARTE
Regional Director
Department of Education- Region XI
F. Torres St., Davao City

Sir:

Greetings of Peace!

The Teachers Dignity Coalition (TDC) will hold a National Forum-Consultation on Education Policies on February 5-7, 2016 at the Benitez Hall of Teachers' Camp, Baguio City. The activity will coincide with the group's 3rd National Convention. The theme for both activities is "Empowering Teachers through Policy Change".

This very significant event will be attended by some 500 teachers, school administrators, academic personnel, non-teaching personnel and other education workers and advocates from the 18 regions of the country. The objectives of the activity are as follows:

a. Discuss the existing national policies involving teachers' rights and welfare;

b. Equip the teachers and school administrators with knowledge and skills to make them more responsible teachers and leaders;

c. To provide the teachers with information on pertinent issues of education sector and to solicit more proposals for a better and improved education system;

d. Formulate policy recommendations that would be part of our advocacy.

Each participant shall be charged a registration fee of Two Thousand Pesos (P2, 000.00) to cover expenses for board and lodging, materials, kit, souvenir items and other incidental expenses. Registration and billeting will begin at 2:00PM (PM snack will be served) and the program will start at 4:00PM of the first day, February 5. Check-out time is at 12:00NN of February 7 (AM snack will be served). Participants will be advised to book their flights/trips in consideration of those schedules.

In this light, we would like to respectfully request your good office to endorse this event to the respective schools division superintendents of the region to allow the official participation of the participants in the attached list. May we further request that the registration and transportation expenses be sourced from canteen funds, MOOE, SEF, LGU sponsorship or any available local funds.

Those who want to attend as observers or those who were not able to submit their names to the respective TDC regional chapters may still join, provided that they coordinate with the TDC Secretariat. The final confirmation of attendance is until February 1, 2016 to give ample time to the secretariat in preparing logistics and materials and making necessary adjustments. For other details, interested parties may inquire with the Secretariat at (02) 4446564 (look for Ms. Joana Escultura, TDC staff), or with the undersigned at 0927-3356375.

Thank you so much and we anticipate your most prompt and favorable response.

Respectfully yours,

BENJO G. BASAS
National Chairperson
LIST OF REGION XI DELEGATES
NATIONAL FORUM-CONSULTATION ON EDUCATION POLICIES AND
TEACHERS' DIGNITY COALITION NATIONAL CONVENTION
FEBRUARY 5-7, BENITEZ HALL, TEACHERS CAMP, BAGUIO CITY

1. ALGIE ELEANOR DUGAY, DIGOS CITY NHS
2. ALLAN MORALES- MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
3. ALLAN Y. ANTERO - MATI SAT, DAVAO ORIENTAL
4. ALONA CAMPUGAN - SOONG ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, DIGOS CITY
5. ANGELITO VILLAGONZALO - LAPU LABAO HS, HAGONOY, DAVAO DEL SUR
6. ARLENE BACAMANTE, DIGOS CITY NHS
7. ARMAND C. PELOBELLO - ASUNCION NHS, DAVAO DEL NORTE
8. BERNARDO MAGNO, DIGOS CITY NHS
9. CARLOS B. JUANILLO - MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
10. CATHERINE ANNE MAYOR, DIGOS CITY NHS
11. CECILIA J. ALGaBRE - MACO NHS, COMVAL PROVINCE
12. CIELO ESTRADA - STA. ANA NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, DAVAO CITY
13. CLARENCE PILLARIN, DIGOS CENTRAL ES
14. CONCEPCION GRAVINEZ - BINATON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, DIGOS CITY
15. DANIELA MORALES - BAGUIO NSAT, DAVAO CITY
16. DEVER VILLHERMOSA- MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
17. DIANNE OANI, PANABO NHS
18. DONNA CELEBRADO - COR JESU COLLEGE, DIGOS CITY
19. EDNA GUYA, DIGOS CITY NHS
20. EILEEN ARTIAGA, DIGOS CITY NHS
21. ELISEO LAM-AH JR., HAGONOY NHS
22. ELSIE MIARES, DIGOS CITY NHS
23. ELSIE VALLESTER, DIGOS CITY NHS
24. ERNESTO ANOTA- NABUNTURAN NHS, COMVAL
25. EVANGELINE SARISARA, DIGOS CITY NHS
26. FELIPE E. DEGAMO JR. - DIGOS CITY NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL, DAVAO CITY
27. FERNANDO G. DISO- MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
28. FRANCISCA PADLAN, JOSE TUASON NSAT, TAGUM CITY
29. FRANCISCO CABRILLOS, KAPATAGAN NHS
30. GELACIO ARIEL C. FLORENTINO, DIGOS CITY NHS
31. GERALDO TAKBILANI, HAGONOY NHS, DAVAO DEL SUR
32. GORGONIO G. DONDOYANO - MATI NCHS, DAVAO ORIENTAL
33. HAZEL ANN FLORENTINO, DIGOS CITY NHS
34. HEIDI S. LUMANDONG, MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
35. HERMAN ALDOOOS BODIKEY - ES 1 DIVISION OF DAVAO DEL SUR
36. HILARIO DALUMPINES- SUONG ES, DIGOS CITY
37. JAY OSORNO, RAMON MAGSAYASAY CENTRAL ES
38. JEAN CRISTI RIVERA- MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
39. JEAN FRANCISQUITE, MATIAO NHS, MATI
40. JENNIFER VASAY- MATI NATIONAL COMPREHENSIVE HS
41. JESSIE BALORIO, DIGOS CITY NHS
42. JEFFREY R. PALER- HAGONOY NHS, HAGONOY DAVAO DEL SUR
43. JOAN SIEGA, DIGOS CITY NHS
44. JOHANNES SABIO, DIGOS CITY NHS
45. JOHN DICK B. MADRIA- BASIAWAN NHS, BASIAWAN DAVAO DEL SUR
46. JOSUE C. CABANAS - ASUNCION NHS, DAVAO DEL NORTE
47. JUVELYN DOMETITA, DIGOS CITY NHS
48. KHRISTOPHER IAN CABILA, DIGOS CITY NHS
49. LERMA SOLMAYOR, DIGOS CITY NHS
50. LILY OTON, DIGOS CITY NHS
51. LINA CAMINADE – REUSURA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, DIGOS CITY
52. MARCELO ANANALO, DIGOS CENTRAL ES
53. MARIVIC SALVADOR, STA. ANA HS, DAVAO CITY
54. MELVIN ANTHONY SABIO, DIGOS CITY NHS
55. MILAGROS S. NOVABOS - DAVAO CITY NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
56. MYRNA DALUMINES, REUSURA ES
57. NANCY SUMAGAYSAY, DAVAO ORIENTAL DIVISION
58. NATHAN M. ANDAN- MATI NATIONA COMPREHENSIVE HS
59. NEIL BONGCAYAO, DAVAO DEL. SUR
60. BACHEL POGOY, DIGOS CITY NHS
61. RAFFY MEDIODIA, DIGOS CITY NHS
62. RAMIL MAGAWAY, DIGOS CENTRAL ES
63. RANDY FERNANDEZ, TAPAK ES, PAQUIBATO DISTRICT
64. REGINA RAYMUNDO, DIGOS CITY NHS
65. RODOLFO OSORNO JR. - RAMON MAGSAYSAY ES, DIGOS CITY
66. ROMUALDO PAJIGAL JR., MATANAO NHS
67. RONILYN U LUCHAVEZ- MATI NATIONA COMPREHENSIVE HS
68. ROSELYN DAYANAN, STA. ANA HS, DAVAO CITY
69. ROSITA REYES, DIGOS CITY NHS
70. ROVELYN MORENO, LAPULAPAO ES, HAGONOY DAVAO DEL. SUR
71. RUBEN G. URSAL - DAVAO CITY NHS, DAVAO CITY
72. RUEL SISMAR - RAMON MAGSAYSAY CENTRAL ES, DIGOS CITY
73. RUFINO ALGONES, BARAYONG NHS
74. SERGIO CASTRO, DIGOS CITY NHS
75. SHIELA COMETA, RIZAL ES, DIGOS
76. SHIELA JUMAWAN, DIGOS CITY NHS
77. SHIRLEY GUINO, STA. ANA HS, DAVAO CITY
78. SYLVIA LUZ DEGAMO, DIGOS CITY NHS
79. TERESITA JAYNO, DIGOS CITY NHS
80. TOMIE V. OLVIDA - MATI COMPREHENSIVE NHS, DAVAO ORIENTAL
81. VICTORINA JACINTO, STA. ANA HS, DAVAO CITY
82. VIRGINIA L. PARENAS - DANIEL R. AGUINALDO NHS, DAVAO CITY
83. VOLTAIRE FERNANDEZ, TORIL ES
84. WILMER MABALOD - RAMON MAGSAYSAY CENTRAL ES, DIGOS CITY
85. WINNIE MALANAS, EDNA GUILLERMO MNHS
86. ZALDY SALMOREN, DIGOS CITY NHS

-XXX-
Respectfully referred to ALL REGIONAL DIRECTORS, this Department, the herein letter – request of the Teachers’ Dignity Coalition (TDC) dated 6 January 2016, relative to their National Forum – Consultation on Education Policies on 5 – 7 February 2016 at Baguio Teachers’ Camp, Baguio City, with the theme “Empowering Teachers Through Policy Change”, the details of which are stated in the attached letter – request.

For your information and appropriate action. It is also requested that this information be disseminated to your respective Schools Division Offices.

ATTY. ALBERTO T. MUYOT
Undersecretary

Cc: MR. BENJO G. BASAS
National Chairperson
TEACHERS’ DIGNITY COALITION (TDC)
Door F, Gen. T. De Leon cor. Diam St.,
Gen T. De Leon, Valenzuela City